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Dear Mr. Linehan,

The enclosed materials include printouts which index the Environmental
Assessment reference materials you have received. There are three types of
printouts, and you may be receiving two or three, depending on the materials
you have received and the geographic scope of your office.
The first type of printout is a shelf listing in library number (LIBNO) order
of references from draft six of all salt site EA's. If you have received
microfiche only, you will find one copy of this printout for each microfiche
set you have been sent. If you also have hard copy references, there will be
a copy of this printout for each of those sets.
The second type of printout is an alphabetical listing of references by author
for sixth draft of all salt site EA's (NOTE: author can be a personal name or
an organizational name). You will receive one copy of this printout for each
microfiche set you have been sent.
The third type of printout is a state-specific author order index covering
references from sites within the state only. The Louisiana printout covers
Vacherie Dome Site EA; the Mississippi printout covers references from the
Cypress Creek and Richton Dome EA's; The Texas printout covers Deaf Smith and
Swisher County; and the Utah printout covers Davis and Lavender Canyon EA's.
You will receive a state-specific listing for each set of hard copy references
you have been sent. This printout should match your hard copy collections.
Please follow these guidelines in the use of these printouts:
1) These printouts supercede all previous printouts that may have been
sent to you; these versions are the most complete, accurate, and
currently available. PLEASE DISCARD ALL PREVIOUS PRINTOUTS.
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2) Please assure that your collection(s) are shelved or filed in LIBNO order.
3) When you receive a query regarding an EA reference, be sure the author is
included in the citation given.
4) Look up the reference alphabetically in the author listing printout* (use
the state-specific printout first, if you have it).
5) Find the item on the shelf or in file by LIBNO number, which is included
in all records on the printouts.
Please take note of the following points which explain some discrepencies you
may discover between the printout listing and the collections of references
you have:

*

o

The LIBNO order shelf listing has gaps because it covers only sixth
draft references. Those LIBNO items which do not appear are items
which were referenced in earlier drafts of the EA's.

o

You will find microfiche for items not on the printouts for a similar
reason: the microfiche sets we have sent are as complete as possible,
and include references collected from earler drafts of the EA's.

o

The LIBNO listing should not be considered a shelf listing of your
hard copy collection. All hard copy collections sent were site and
state specific; the LIBNO printout covers all seven salt sites. You
may wish to indicate on this printout which items you have on hand, by
taking it to the shelf and checking those you have copies of.

o

You may receive queries for references you can't find on the
printouts. Before deciding there is a problem, please verify the
accuracy of the citation--if possible, locate the reference in the EA
itself. The author printed in the original reference should be
considered the authority.

If there are many items listed by the same author or organization, you must
scan all items; they are not arranged alphabetically by title within that
same author.
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We hope these guidelines answer your questions regarding the EA references and
their indexing. If you still have problems or questions, please call Sarah
Starr of the Salt Repository Project Office at (614) 424-5916.
Sincerely,

Theodore
Taylor
Chief
Socioeconomic, Environmental,
and Institutional Relations
Salt Repository Project Office
SRPO:SES:max:6370B
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